Westinghouse

24hr Mechanical Timer
Lamp and Appliance Grounded Timer

1-Grounded Outlet

Specifications:
Rated: 125VAC/60Hz/15A/1875W Resistive (Appliance)
10A/1250W Tungsten (Incandescent)
1/2HP Motor Load

INSTRUCTIONS:
① Locate an electrical outlet that is close to the device you want to control.
② Put the WHITE “ON/” switch located on the right side of the unit to the “” position and plug the timer into the outlet.
③ Set the current time - turning clockwise align bold Arrow Head (See diagram) on TOP of the timer to the present time (lines under numbers are in increments of 30 minutes). There is no need to touch the pins to set current Time.
NOTE: Dial is based on AM/PM.
④ Determine desired start time and push down all pins until desired OFF time.
NOTE: The “pins” are gray slices around the dial. For example: to turn the timer ON at 5pm and OFF at 10pm, push down all the pins between 5pm and 10pm.
⑤ Plug your electrical device directly into the timer. The electrical device must be set to “ON” position for the timer control to work properly.
⑥ The WHITE switch on the timer must be set to the Timer (top) position for the timer function to work.
You may override operation of the timer by setting the WHITE “ON/” switch (located on the right) to ON (upper position). Be sure to set switch back to the Timer (down position) for proper timer function
In case of power failure, reset the time of day as indicated in steps 3 above.

LIMITATIONS OF TIMING DEVICES:
Timing devices require power to function properly. If AC power to the timer is cut off, a light or other device plugged into the timer will not work.

Three Year Limited Warranty:
If within the first year from date of purchase, this unit fails due to a defect, exchange where purchased, or ship it prepaid with proof of purchase to THE NCC, 140 58th Street, P.O. Box 67, Brooklyn, New York 11220. Units that fail to operate during the second or third year from date of purchase must be shipped prepaid with proof of purchase to THE NCC. We will replace unit. This guarantee excludes normal wear and tear and damage resulting from accident, alteration, or misuse. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.

WARNING:
• Do not plug this timer into an extension cord or other electrical adapter. Plug directly into an electrical outlet.
• Do not connect this timer to appliances that contain heating elements (cooking appliances, heaters, irons, etc.). Failure of the timer to shut off such devices may lead to overheating and a potential fire.
• Do not plug in this timer if it is wet.
• Do not clean this timer when it is plugged in.
• Do not exceed the maximum ratings of the timer.
• Potential shock hazard: Keep out of reach of children.

NOTES:
① The unit you are plugging into the timer has to be ON.
② Make sure AM and PM are correct on the current time and in the program settings.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS!
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